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Since forming in 2014, Golden Arm have played 
shows across Scotland, released their debut EP, 
played their first Scandinavian show and staged 
a sell out theatre collaboration. 

Inglorious Technicolour, the debut EP by Golden Arm, was 
released in October 2015 via Shy Fidelity.  The record, a 
tumbling, shimmering slice of pop music at its most noir is a 
succinct study of the negative sides of love, friendship and the 
solemn belief that there must be something bigger.  It received 
airplay on BBC Scotland from Vic Galloway and Amazing Radio 
from Jim Gellatly and was featured on numerous blogs across 
the UK, as well as a BBC introducing podcast.  Golden Arm also 
performed tracks from the EP on a live session for BBC Radio 
Scotland’s daytime Culture Show with Janice Forsyth.  

The band played a number of notable shows, including 
Mumford and Son’s Gentlemen of the Road festival in 
Aviemore, Melody Box in Stockholm and supports for the likes 
of Spector, Spring King, Frankie and the Heartstrings and The 
Wave Pictures.  

The band also undertook a theatre project with Blood of The 
Young, one of Scotland’s most up and coming theatre groups, 
that saw their live set augmented with short plays inspired by 
the songs and written by the likes of Claire Duffy and Isobel 
Wright.  The project debuted to a sell-out house at the Tron 
Theatre in Glasgow and is set to be reprised across 2016.
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Hello 

Golden Arm pen pop 
music for the 
underdog, the unlucky 
in love and all of those 
buying a single cinema 
ticket on a Saturday 
night. 

Golden Arm is 

Angus Carbarns 
Vocal and Bass


Dylan Childs   
Vocals and Guitar


Gareth Anderson 
Vocals and Drums


Location 

Edinburgh


Contact 

band@goldenarm.co.uk
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